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ABSTRACT 
For over a decade, data is extracted from social media platforms as Twitter to forecast the results of elections based on the positive, negative 
or neutral sentiments of people towards a political party. Sentimental analysis of informal texts such as tweets still remain a challenging task 
owing to their complex nature. Through this analysis technique, sentimental analysis or opinion mining will be used to explore the tweets of 
people published in Roman Urdu to analyze the sentiments and subjectivity. To deal with the challenges of sentimental analysis, a lexicon-
based approach is used that includes the application of Boolean-based data analysis. The results generated through the extraction and filtering 
of tweets in Roman Urdu shows a positive correlation between the political party garnering highest positive tweets and its winning in the 
elections.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 

Recently, social medial platforms as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have emerged as one of the popular social-networking sites that people 
utilize to express their emotions, opinions, beliefs or sentiments. A close relationship is witnessed between the social media data and election 
results due to the extensive use of social media. These technologies are computer-mediated that enables millions of people to share their 
feelings and sentiments over the common topics. Through these actions that are constantly accumulating on social media can garner large-
capacity, wift-acceleration, great-value, wide-variability, wide-range and huge-complexity data term as big social data [1]. The kinds of data 
used in various domains are medical, political and marketing [4]. Many researchers use this domain in various fields like fraud detection, 
market basket analysis and sentiment analysis. 
Globally, many companies and consumers can utilize the ever-growing opiniated data to make decisions; however, millions of opinions are 
published each day that makes seeking manually and identifying it as negative or positive sentiment an impractical approach [3]. It increases 
the need and demand of sentiment analysis, which is an emerging and trending fields in social emdia for its opinions, sentiments, emotions 
and attitude analysis. Sentiment analysis is great value not just for research or computational purposes in critical circumstances. Significant 
catastrophic disasters or political changes are also included [2]. Nowadays several researcher works in sentiment analysis on different social 
media platform like Twitter, Facebook, Myspace, Digg, JISC listservs on the academic side etc. On these platforms, people share their 
opinion in different language. 
Pakistan is home to dozens of languages that used to communicate on social media. Over the years, sentiment analysis is also classified as 
opinion mining that determines and extracts opinion (positive, negative, and neutral) and information about a related topic. Moreover, 
researches have the opportunity to select between three sentiment analysis approaches that are lexicon-based approach and machine learning 
approach [5].  
In lexicon-based approach, the measure of polarization is the given content from the sentiment orientation words or phrase in documents. The 
aim of this approach is to identify the sentiment word or opinion expressed by user whether the words present in positive, negative or neutral. 
In contrast to the lexicon-based approach, machine learning can be unsupervised, semi-supervised, and supervised that demands training prior 
to data mining [6]. In sentiment analysis, its can be performed through classification algorithms that are further segmented into linear 
classifiers, decision tree, and probabilistic classifier. There are many types of probabilistic classifiers in supervised machine learning 
approach [7]. The approaches of supervised-machine learning give a good accuracy and experiential classification Naïve Bayes, type of 
method are less effective, as the machine learning approach method is limited struggle human labeled documents and quality and quantity of 
datasets [8]. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Social media platform as Twitter can emerge as critical tools to predict or forecast the outcomes of general elections in the country. Twitter 
users show their sentiments and emotions towards the influential topics in elections. In this study, the election prediction will be presented 
through the total number of positive, negative, and neutral tweets in Roman Urdu regarding a polictical party. Further, sentiment analysis was 
performed to analyze the tweets and predict their labels of three major parties in Pakistan: PTI, PPPP, and PML-N. In the past years, the 
sentiment analysis was performed on Tweets in English language; however, since in Pakistan most of the people use Roman Urdu on social 
media, the Roman Urdu Tweets were filtered and analyzed. 
  

1.3 Objectives 
The aim of the proposed research is to classify sentiment-orientated words from the Twitter Data present in Roman Urdu. The following 
objectives are set to achieve the aforementioned goal. 

I. To organize the data in lexicon based approach of sentiment analysis for a given context in Urdu roman language. 
II. To develop a Boolean rule based mechanism for the classification of opinion words in social media data. 

III. To assess the proposed mechanism for accuracy using recall, F-measure, and precision. 

1.4 Scope  
Primarily, the scope of the research entails classification of data as Tweets in Roman Urdu that present positive, negative, or neutal opinion 
towards the major political parties in Pakistan. These tweets have a correlation with the political results of Pakistan, making it imperative to 
discuss and analyse the underlying impact of showing certain emotion towards a political party. The data collection was performed through 
tools as Weka to extract Roman Urdu tweets prior to 2018 general elections in Pakistan.  

 
1.5 Significance  

The focus of this research is on sentiment analysis where we will find the polarity based sentiment orientation, using targeting general 
elections as a domain data. Sentiment analysis is important due to its scalability, real-time analysis platform, and consistent criteria. This 
technique is considered imperative in natural language processing (NLP) that develops an automatic tool to categorize the positive, neutral or 
negative opinions to ensure effective and timely decision-making process. Through effective technique, as sentiment analysis of the 2018 
Election tweets in Roman Urdu will assist in assessing the underlying correlation of people sentiment on social media and the election results.  

1.6 Structure 
Firstly, the research paper expands on the previous research conducted in analysis of social media sentiments of people and its 
impact on election results. However, the research gaps will be identified to analyze the aspects not incorporated in the previous 
studies. Next, developed methodology to extract and analyze the data will be presented, followed by the discussion on the 
results generated. Finally, the conclusion based on data analysis results will be presented.   

2 LITERATURE REVIEW  
Alaoul et al., (2018) [27] presented a simple method of polarity based classification of the textual data. A method called novel adaptable 
approach is presented which is used to calculate the result of general election using the twitter tweets. The collecting of tweets to construct 
the dictionary and further classify them into positive and negative classes. The collection of words is classified and preprocessing method 
tokenization, stemming and filtering step work in tree tagger tool. The proposed method implemented for the micro-blogging site of election 
predication. The previous work of the election predication was collected from micro-blogging site and extracted lexicon-pattern most of 
researcher express their predication about upcoming election. The proposed technique is based Natural Language Processing (NLP) to 
explore the whole concept of sentiment analysis to generate opinion, where precision, recall, and F-score is used for calculating performance. 
Their approach was compared with the two classifiers: Naive Bayes and Google cloud predication API. The proposed method achieves good 
accuracy of 90.21, and 89.98% as compared to Naïve Bayes and Google predication API. 
 
Asghar et al., (2015) [16] developed a simple information theory concept the proposed procedure enhanced feature weight scheme they 
demonstrated the problem lexicon dependent on domain and their reviews modified domain independent which was generated and labeled. 
The three benchmark datasets car, drug-reviews and hotel, used in the proposed method achieved high accuracy based on classification 
polarity. Further, the polarity of terms changes using domain-dependent lexicon in the proposed method. The proposed method performed 
well and produced higher performance experimental results as compared with proposed approach. The whole concept changes the polarity 
words and enhances the accuracy of classification. The comparison between the experimental results of remaining lexicon based and 
proposed method in term of classification polarity and their achieved high accuracies. 
 
Charlton et al., (2015) [17] recommended the sentiment analysis concept to association sentiment points of twitter user and that user @-
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describing each other to the concerned network configuration. They collected a huge amount of tweet dataset and categorized into three 
algorithms. Firstly, they identified that user have huge communication approach to sentiment use in a different formed and comparison to 
positive sentiment frequently to the negative sentiment frequently average users. In the second they get them after every months finding the 
stable twitter communities, they develop their stable sentiment level, and immediate variation in sentiment day by day can be affecting most 
of the cases can be traced outer event. Thirdly, they recommended and generate standardized one of the most used simple agent based model, 
which can calculate the feedback as the result as good as by other empirical dataset. 

Amjad et al., (2017) [18] focused on Urdu language for the sentiment analysis. They build the polarity-based lexicon extracted from dataset, 
the dataset is collected by core Urdu news of Pakistan over the period of 10 months. They demonstrated the classification algorithm to 
classify the reviews of Urdu sentiment analysis polarity based in positive, negative and neutral classes based on textual data on the sentiment-
score of the Urdu language. They applied their algorithm to classify sentiment-score using three steps i.e. filtration, segmentation, and 
calculation. The proposed system in the first phase breaks the given sentence into tokens. The second is segmentation phase; the white space 
area in each sentence is changed into uni-gram and used as delimiter area. In the next stage, they filter the sentiment lexicon tokens and uni-
gram to extract the opinion word of the sentence. In the final stage, they compute their sentiment score of sentence and calculate each opinion 
word in polarity based. The experimental result of the proposed system proved that the algorithm achieved 71% accuracy. 

Korovkinas (2017) [19] proposed the hybrid-method to recover SVM classify accuracy using hyperactive parameter tuning and trained 
dataset. The hybrid method is implemented in clustering to select parameter and training data to improve the classifier efficiency. The main 
goal and comparative study of this method, and advantage with a fore mentioned method, is the training data. In this paper, the selection of 
dataset randomly from Subset30K, in multiple runs, this might negatively affect the accuracy, result. In proposed method, they used 
clustering-based instance method to highlighting the data points with MAX, MIN and AVG. In these points shows the distances to each 
cluster center. In this paper, they adopted sentiment analysis machine based technique, which is called SVM (Support Vector Machine) 
increase the accuracy result.        

Hailong et al., (2014) presented comparative study about one of the most important common topic in sentiment analysis. In this survey paper, 
comparison between lexicons based and machine learning methods were discussed. The two approaches are used in this paper discovered 
cross-domain and lingual. The performance of proposed method proved that the supervised-machine learning approach gives a good accuracy 
and experiential classification. The proposed method is used studded deep learning approach to solving the problem. 
Ruz et al., (2020) Concept of sentiment analysis is one of the common and famous topic in now a day. In this paper they presented machine 
language for twitter data. The twitter dataset divided into two natural disasters one is Chilean earthquake in Spanish 2010 and second Catalan 
independence referendum in 2017. In this paper they apply sentiment analysis common classifiers Bayesian to check the result effectiveness. 
In this performance to check the all-competitive result to Training dataset. The experimental result of the proposed system proved that the 
algorithm achieved 80% accuracy. 
 
Asghar et al., (2014) [21] focus one of the common and famous research topic now a day is sentiment analysis. The researcher adopts a lot of 
research topic in many different languages but one of important language they adopt is roman language i.e. Pashto roman and Urdu roman. 
About 30 million people across the world share their feelings, reviews and experiences over the internet used in roman Urdu language.  This 
growing field has major opportunities to determine the people feelings or behavior, emotions, and attitude. The User analyzed to generated 
content can be useful to product acceptance, popularity measuring, summarization of reviews, and predictive analysis etc. In this paper, 
researcher focuses on the proposed system on lexicon-based approach. Using Sentiment analysis approach, i.e. Lexicon based approach has 
been proposed that is performed of fluent data (English and Roman Urdu). The proposed system analysis and collect the tweets data related to 
election 2018 held in Pakistan to sentiments expressed in them. 
 
Ahmad et al., (2017) [22] proposed a treebank manufacture of a multilayered phrase structure design. There are three layers of treebank in 
this paper. The grammatical function, semantic roles and phrases.  In the primary level phrase consist of 12 tags. Each phrase label following 
some grammatically function which is inspired by lexicon functional grammar. These phrases monitor same semantic role. Semantic role 
label already using prop bank roles. The treebank guideline1 using the CLE Urdu Digest Corpus 1,300 sentence.         
 
Ruz et al., (2020) [24] further researchs in current era topics as cyber-crime is an unethical behavior fraud or illegal gambling exposed. In 
modern society reflex detection, a language on social platforms is a major challenging field. The researcher deal with difficulty of natural 
language While, now they focused on common languages i.e. English. Roman Urdu and Urdu language resource-rich and two script of 
writing language on social networking sides. The researcher use Urdu writing in Urdu characters whereas, the Roman writing uses the 
English language characters. The two spoken natural languages are extremely similar to one another i.e. Urdu and Hindi language but the 
writing scripts are completely different with each other. The focus of researcher to detection the user’s comments accessible in an Urdu 
language. The researcher proposes to collect user-generated comments dataset from social media of Urdu offensive language. 
In the research gap, it is presented that in sentiment analysis extensive studies are conducted previously. In this field motivating method and 
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many developed scheme, are handle by lot of researcher to grip the research problem. In sentiment analysis, the most of methods are 
proposed and development for studied where been taken in other language such as English language etc. and existing method cannot work 
accurately in other language like Arabic, Punjabi, Pashto, and Roman Urdu. Therefore, it is very useful for researcher to propose a method 
and develop the resource for these languages. We study a lot of recent and up to date work in different language on sentiment analysis we 
point out the useful method for the roman Urdu language sentiment analysis polarity based. 

3 METHODOLOGY 
A sentiment analysis approach is proposed, where we apply adoptable lexicon-based approach. Lexicon based-approach is un-supervised 
method. The proposed method consists of followings steps, which are shown in Figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Proposed methodology for the sentiment analysis conducted on Roman Urdu Tweets. 
 
The data is collected from twitter. Then we will apply pre-processing technique and rule based methodology to select words, based on 
sentiment orientation categories that strongly reflect code-mixing behavior and will construct the dictionary [7]. In interpretation phase 
polarity, score of the tweeted word or sentence, will be checked to get the required positive, negative and neutral words. In the proposed 
method we apply the Boolean based rule methodology which is suitable for best accuracy. The methodology called SRule mostly used for 
text mining and is a standard choice for sentiment analysis. We will build a prototype by analyzing the three political parties related twitter 
tweets to show that which party is the favorite in order to identify strong candidates. 
The proposed system is summarized into three stages. Figure 3showsthe first stage. We will construct the dictionary for Urdu roman 
sentiment words which are divided into positive, negative and neutral words. In the next step, we will classify the dataset and identify the 
opinion words using the Lexicon-based approach and predicate data.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Application of Lexicon-based approach on the dataset. 

The research design is completed through several stages.  

3.1 Dataset Creation 
There are four different ways of getting twitter data., Firstly, to retrieve data from twitter public API, secondly to find an existing twitter 
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dataset, third to purchase data from twitter and fourthly access or purchase from a Twitter service provider. We will collect data from google 
API of Urdu roman words or tweets from micro-blogging side twitter for further phases. Using these datasets in our proposed method the first 
phase will be implemented which is called pre-processing phase. 

3.2 Pre-processing Phase 
In the first phase, we will build a dictionary that remove duplicates and rearrange the textual data using text mining techniques i.e. 
conversion, tokenization, filtering, morphology, and removing duplicated data. The concept of conversion is to eliminate or remove the 
repetition of words. These extended words repeated some letters more than two successive letters for example pakistanaaan by Pakistan 
GOOOOD by good and removing the Uppercase letters into lowercase letter e.g. HAPPY by happy. Tokenization is a process that segments 
or fragments the words. These segments mean phrases and whole sentence called tokens. Therefore, the tokenization is used for discarding 
some line breaks or punctuation marks such as full stop, comma, blank space or question mark. This is the best indicator for sentiment 
analysis. It filters empty words, plurals, conjugation and for representing adjective and verbs. By filters we easily get proper sentiment word 
i.e. positive, negative and neutral words. Morphology is the study of words or structure of words. It stems the plural gender, root words, 
prefixes, suffixes and conjugation. In this phase, we will be eliminating frequent or duplicate word data. It removes duplicate tweets to avoid 
misleading results e.g. #Good#Good by #Good.  

3.3 Emotion-classification: Lexicon-based 
After the pre-processing steps we will get a lot of data in the form of casual words, emoticon/emoji, short form, abbreviation, spelling 
mistake and single English words [16]. According to our prospective, we will only collect data in roman Urdu. For this type of data, we will 
use Google translator to convert English words into roman Urdu words. We can clean this type of noise data to perform and analyze the effect 
of emoticons. 

3.4 Interpretation Phase 
After creating the lexicon-based dictionary in our proposed method, we will assign that polarity score to all lexicon words e.g. +1 for 
positive, -1 for negative and 0 for neutral words. In the next step, we will apply algorithm to get enhance and find positive sentiment words 
dictionary, negative sentiment words dictionary and neutral sentiment words dictionary. After these steps, we will apply two actions for 
polarity degree of scoring of lexicon-based word. 
Balancing is a simple concept of an extended word to reduce the polarity degree of the post. In our proposed method, this kind of words 
needs full attention. In our proposed method, for balancing we will use scoring metric in which words of polarity will be 0 (zero) if there 
doesn’t exist any word, +1 for positive words and -1 for negative words. For checking the overall concept of polarity, we will use the polarity 
formula, which collects polarity score and polarity degree: 
Polarity (t) =                                        (1) 
Given:  
t = tweet 
n = length of tweet (or number of words in a tweet or sentence) 
w = word 
After creating the lexicon-based approach we can further classify sentiment orientation words (positive, negative and neutral). We use word 
cloud technique to highlight most common positive, negative and neutral word used in this dictionary.   
In these second phase the feature identification phase, we identify the orientation sentiment or opinion and compare these words for checking 
positive, negative and neutral words. 
The following Boolean rules are given below to identify orientation sentiment of words: 
Rule 1: The concept of logical AND, when there are two positive and one negative occur then the polarity of orientation sentiment word is 
negative. 
Rule 2: The concept of logical OR, when there are two negative and one positive occur then the result will be positive. 
Rule 3: The concept of logical NAND, when there are three positive occur then the result will be positive. 
Rule 4: The concept of logical XNOR, when there is one negative and two are positive the result will be negative.  
The researchers have mostly used following performance evaluations to find the classification performance i.e. Precision, Recall 
and F-measure [14]. 
Firstly, precision can be calculated as:  
Precision is the ratio of correctly called Positive predicated value. High precision relates to the low false positive rate. Find mathematically 
we can use precision formula [15]. 
Precision = TP/TP+FP                          (2) 
Next, Recall is also known as, sensitivity. Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations in actual class. Mathematically, it can 
be written as, the following, [15].   
Recall = TP/TP+FN                         (3) 
The F-Measure is also known as, F-Score. F-Measure is the partisan average of precision and recall. For calculating the F-Measure, we use 
the following equation [15]. 
F-Measure = 2*(Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision)                         (4) 
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The methodology applied in the research can be summarized as shown in figure 3. 
 

 
Fig 3. The research methodology used in the sentimental analysis. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this setion, the results and discussion of the sentimental analysis conducted is presented to study the objectives and the results generated. 
The Python language will be used for system implementation. Python is a general-purpose language, which is used mostly now a day in the 
text mining and machine learning. It is open source, easy to learn and it provided efficient machine learning requirements like processing big 
data, mathematical calculation, NLTK etc. NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) is the popular library and one of the most famous packages in 
python. It works with human languages and provides user-friendly interfaces to lexical resources such as tokenization, classification, 
stemming, filtering etc. Other than that Weka tool will be used as a framework for classification, which is popular now a day for data or text 
mining. The requirement of experimental classification our proposed system Boolean-rule based mechanism is easily handles specific type of 
dataset. 

4.1 Sentimental-Analysis Dataset 
To conduct the analysis, in the first stage, the tweets were extracted prior to the 2018 Election day in Pakistan. However, a filter was used to 
only select the tweets in Roman Urdu Language, which reduced the dataset to only keep the Roman Urdu Tweets. Next, a dicitionary is 
formed that consists of phrases as “fouj, drama, siyasi, and laanat” to filter the Roman Urdu tweets. Basically, the purpose is to only analyze 
the tweets that show either a positive, negative or neutral reaction or sentiments towards one of the three parties in the elections. Moreover, 
these sentiments can be focused on external sources as other countries or establishment in Pakistan, which people think might facilitate the 
winning of any party. 
Once the dataset was filtered for lexicon-based or boolean approach, the results were presented in a confusion matrix.  

4.2 Boolean-based Dataset 
In the research, three main political parties were targeted: PTI, PPPP, and PMLN that formed the largest three parties in 2018 elections. After 
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the application of filters to only analyze the sentimental tweets regarding the political parties, the dataset consisted of 312 Tweets in Roman 
Urdu. The next stage was to analyze the tweets through the sentimental analysis that predicted if the tweet was focused towards PTI, PPPP, 
and PMLN. 
The tweets were analyzed through boolean-based approach that utilizes algorithms to analyse, which party was most focused in the elections. 
In the confusion matrix, the results generated after the Boolean-based approach are summarized. The political parties were presented through 
the following approach: A represented PTI, B was an anocrym for PMLN and C was abbreviated for PPP. 
Through the confusion matrix, it can be analyzed that the highest number of tweets were redirected towards A (PTI). In total, these tweets 
were calculated through Boolean-based results as 121. It was followed by the tweets for B (PMLN) that were the most strong competitors of 
A and they had the total number of tweets as 106. Lastly, the tweets were for C (PPPP) that didn’t have high or strong competition from either 
of the parties.  
Moreover, it was analyzed through the confusion matrix that highest number of tweets were singularly for the parties as only A, B, and C. 
There were no tweets against A that was in favor of B or C. Similarly, no tweets were presented against B that supported C; however, 5 tweets 
supported the political party A. In contrast, there were tweets against C tha favored both A (1 tweet) and B (3 tweets).  
Through the confusion matrix, it was generated through the prediced labels that F1 was calculated as 97.13 (macro) and 97.12 (micro). Next, 
P was calculated as 97.51 (macro) and 97.12 micro. Lastly, we calculated R that had a value of 96.83 (macro) and 97.12 (micro). The 
summation of all the factors led to a total accuracy of 97.12 in the selection and analysis of tweets based on the boolean-based data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Confusion Matrix for Boolean-based 

Dataset 
4.3 Results  

Based on the results, it was predicted that highest number of tweets were for the Part A or PTI and based on the objectives and research study, 
it should win the elections. Based on the results of 2018 elections in Pakistan, the winning party was PTI that showed a positive correlation 
between the highest number of tweets and sentiment of people and the winning of the political party.  

5 CONCLUSION 
This paper focuses on using social media tweets for the forecast of election results. Over the years, sentiment analysis is also classified as 
opinion mining that determines and extracts opinion (positive, negative, and neutral) and information about a related topic. Moreover, 
researches have the opportunity to select between three sentiment analysis approaches that are lexicon-based approach and machine learning 
approach.  
In lexicon-based approach, the measure of polarization is the given content from the sentiment orientation words or phrase in documents. The 
aim of this approach is to identify the sentiment word or opinion expressed by user whether the words present in positive, negative or neutral. 
In contrast to the lexicon-based approach, machine learning can be unsupervised, semi-supervised, and supervised that demands training prior 
to data mining. In sentiment analysis, its can be performed through classification algorithms that are further segmented into linear classifiers, 
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decision tree, and probabilistic classifier. There are many types of probabilistic classifiers in supervised machine learning approach. The 
approaches of supervised-machine learning give a good accuracy and experiential classification Naïve Bayes, type of method are less 
effective, as the machine learning approach method is limited struggle human labeled documents and quality and quantity of datasets. 
Through this study, a positive correlation between the highest number of positive tweets garnered by the political party and its winning in the 
election is found. 
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